Athletic Band Courses

All Oregon Athletic Band members must register for class credit. Regular UO students register for athletic band classes on DuckWeb as they would with their other classes. LCC students and other non-UO band members need to register through the Community Education Program (cep.uoregon.edu).

There are a variety of registration options, some of which “package” athletic bands with other ensembles for a lower tuition rate. Below are registration options for each term.

**FALL**

Choose one:
- MUS 395 Top Marching Band 2 credits $60 OMB fee
- MUS 395 Top Marching/Symphonic 2 credits $60 OMB fee, $40 ensemble fee
- MUS 395 Top Marching/Wind Ensemble 2 credits $60 OMB fee, $40 ensemble fee
- MUS 395 Top Green Garter/Marching 2 credits $60 OMB fee
- MUS 395 Top Yellow Garter/Marching 2 credits $60 OMB fee
- MUS 395 Top Color Guard/Marching 1 credit $60 OMB fee

-Co-requisite 1 credit dance class:
- DANC 170 Modern I
- DANC 172 Ballet I
- DANC 270 Modern II

Optional:
- MUE 406 Fld Band Council 1 credit

**WINTER**

Choose one:
- MUS 395 Top Basketball Band 1 credit
- MUS 395 Top Green Garter/Basketball 1 credit
- MUS 395 Top Yellow Garter/Basketball 1 credit

Optional:
- MUE 406 Fld Band Council 1 credit

**SPRING**

Choose one:
- MUS 395 Top Green Garter Band 1 credit
- MUS 395 Top Yellow Garter Band 1 credit

Optional:
- MUE 406 Fld Band Council 1 credit